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Abstract In thisarticleI aim to providesomefeelingof thenew
paradigmof disease causation(chaos) as it appliesto thefieldof
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withthe new deterministic
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can be validated.The undertaking
ofriskfactors
is worth
eareffects
as a new paradigmof causationis at stake.
theeffort,
Variation is well known to human biologists. Variation is usually investigatedwith the aid of stochasticmodels. A major featureof multivariate stochasticmodeling is that effectsthat cannot be explained by
independentvariables are ascribed to random variables. This is the socalled multifactorial
paradigm. This paradigmis also well known in epidemiology, whereinmultivariatemodels (e.g., logistic regression)are
used extensivelyand a large portionof the unexplained variationis ascribed to unidentifiedindependentrisk factors.Reality, it is surmised,
can be knownby stochasticmodels; thiscontentionis directlyrelatedto
the randomvariationgeneratedby the large numberof unknowncauses
of the origin of the population phenomenon. Philosophically, the approach is based on the premisethat,if the multiplesources of variation
were known, it would be possible to predictthe futurestate of (and to
explain) the phenomenonat any time, thus leaving nothingto chance.
This pretenseis not recent; it dates back to the eighteenthcenturyand
is typifiedby Laplace's contentionthat a complete knowledge of the
universeis awaitingthe identificationof its various causes (Crutchfield
1986).
The multifactorialparadigm is secure for biologists and epidemiologistsbecause it suggests thatthe currentindeterminacyis temporary.Indeed, it is believed thatrandom variationresultsfromthe multiple independentfactorsthatthe researchercannot masterproperly.The
factorsescape eitherbecause theyare multipleand theireffectis small
or because they are unidentifiedor, yet, because of the postulatedabsence of covariation of the factors with the studied variables. Notoriously,in the presence of randomvariation,confoundingis absent and
the multipleindependentchance factorsdo not alter the main pathway
between the cause and the effect. If, on the other hand, randomness
invades the studiedrelationshipor, similarly,if the multipleindependent
factorsare numerous,thereis the drawback thatonly a small fractionof
the variationof the effectis explained by the studiedfactors.Be this as
it may, a fractionof the variationof the effectis undercontrol,and this
the multitudeof otherfactorsis only
providesconfidencethatidentifying
a matterof time or technology.
New Paradigm

of Causation

Is there anotherway to approach the study of variationthat can
paradigm
providetheadvantageof parsimonyand generality?A different
has emerged lately. It is interestingbecause it proposes a new way to
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look at randomness. The new paradigm confounds the classical multifactorialview of externalcausation by embeddingits own apparentrandomness. The new paradigmposits thatthe disease process is due to few
causes, thatthe causes are internalto the system,thatthe systemis deterministicand nonlinear(as opposed to stochasticand linear), and that
the systemis sensitiveto its initialconditions(Glass and Mackey 1988).
These featuresare the main componentsof a definitionof chaos. The
to the prevailingmulessence of chaos is obviously in contradistinction
tifactorialparadigm. Specifically, simple and closed deterministicsystems featuredby nonlinearcomponentscan, under appropriateconditions, mimic randomness. In other words, the chancelike variations
surroundingdisease incidence in time (e.g., time series of infections)
can be traced directlyto the deterministicand nonlinearcomponentsof
the model (and no more to extrinsiccauses). Furthermore,the componentsare few and, accordingly,thereis no need to call formanydifferent
extrinsiccauses to account for what appears to be noise (i.e., the timeseries randomvariation).
This is admittedlya new approach and, to say the least, no less
than a paradox. In particular,how can a deterministicsystemgenerate
noise? The new paradigm has far-reachingconsequences for the theory
of causation. For one, the epidemiological phenomenonis said to be
determined;thatis, the model does not include the well-knowne (error)
term standing for the independentrandom factors of variation; it is
with no possibilityof alterationof the output. Second,
straightforward
only a few factorsare requiredto explain the phenomenon;that is, all
the importantcontrolmechanismshold in a few interdependent
parameters. Althoughthe time series can be modeled more accuratelyby complex deterministicequations, one differentialor difference(in discrete
instances)equation of firstorderis oftensufficientto fitthe observation.
functionbehaves as thoughthe phenomenonwere
Third,the deterministic
drivenby stochasticnoise. At face value, it is no less predictablethan
when extrinsicnoise is involved, and the phenomenoncan altogetherbe
investigatedby statisticalmethods.But most surprising,the chaotic phenomenon is structuredand thus is amenable to forecast,at least in the
shortrun. Fourth,the deterministicapproach implies thatthe phenomenon is controlledby the initial conditions that induced it. The initial
conditionsare all the small differencesthatimpingedon the signal (the
trueinformationat the origin of the firstvalues of the series) fromthe
start.Because of nonlinearity,the initial conditions acquired an exponentialinfluenceover time. Thereforethe observedchancelikevariations
representdisinformationtraceable to the enhancementof measurement
errorsand small perturbationsfromthe far past of the series. Because
theremoteconditionsremainunknownformostcomplex systems,it follows that the phenomenonalso remains unpredictablein the long run,
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thusthe need forstatisticaltools to characterizethedeterministic
system.
From a practical standpointforecastof a chaotic series is currentlyimevents; this is truedespite the extentof our
possible except forshort-run
of
the
interveningcauses and, ultimately,despite determinknowledge
ism! Indeterminacyis no more temporaryhere; it is inherent and
unavoidable.
The point I wish to raise is the following: Biological phenomena
ascribedin thepast to theactionof externaland randomfactors
were
that
be explained by fewer deterministicinternalvariables with
can
rather
This is not to mean thatextrinsicnoise is ruled out of
effects.
nonlinear
statisticalobservations;it is simplythatit should occupy a different
positionin the assessmentof causation. This new paradigmcan drastically
alter our view of causality.

Applications

of Chaos

to Biology

Chaos theoryconstitutesa new paradigm
Origin of Chaos Theory.
of causation. The new approach is currentlyentrenchedin the theoryof
dynamicsystems.The theoryis akin to the studyof unpredictablephenomena, such as themechanicsof turbulentfluidsand meteorology,well
known for its hardly credible forecasts. Chaos theoryhas been introduced in ecology to explain the fluctuationsof animal populationsover
time and in economics to seize the day-to-dayvariationof economic
cycles. More recently,chaos has found its way into medicine. It has
been applied in the field of cardiology to distinguishnormal fromabnormalelectrocardiograms.Attemptshave also been found in the study
to "quantitatively"assess the diagnosis of varof electroencephalograms
ious disorders. The use of nonlineardynamics is now ubiquitous, and
the field of populationbiology has not escaped it (Krasner 1990). Some
investigatorshave triedto apply chaos theoryto the epidemics of common childhood infections(Schafferand Kot 1985; Olsen et al. 1988;
Olsen and Schaffer1990).
Most attemptsat deterministicmodeling revolve
Time-Series Data.
around the analysis of time-seriesdata, as underscoredby the previous
examples. But it is in no way exclusive, although analyses of crosssectional data are less developed (Montrolland Schlesinger 1982; West
and Schlesinger 1990; Bäk and Chen 1991). Box-Jenkinsmodeling of
time-seriesdata is forthcomingin populationbiology, but the model is
stochastic.Chronologicalseriesof infections(Andersonand Grenfell1984;
Helfenstein1986), injuries (Martinez-Schnelland Zaidi 1989), clinical
pollution(Schwartzand
parameters(Crabtreeet al. 1990), environmental
Marcus 1990), and single and multiplematernities(Philippe 1991) were
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recentlystudiedbecause theywere available fora few large populations.
However, the parametersof stochasticmodeling have no particularsignificanceexcept to describe the dependencies embedded in the series.
On the otherhand, deterministicmodels readily yield interpretableparameters,as theyare incorporatedin the model because of theirunique
meaning. A major field of recentpopulation biology investigationshas
been deterministicmodeling of infectiousdiseases.
Infectious Disease Processes.
Throughouttime the world has experienced various typesof epidemics thathave had theirown specific dynamics (Anderson 1982). Some epidemics, such as common infections
(chickenpox, measles, mumps,and rubella),come periodicallywithcycles
of peaks and troughs;others, when installed, root themselves and become endemic. Cholera, well knownforits devastationof Africa,India,
and latelyPeru, is a case in point. Otherepidemics, such as AIDS, occur
once (although it has not been proved that similar epidemics have not
spread in populations in the far past) and nearlyvanish eitherwith the
populationitself(e.g. , smallpox broughtfromabroad to Early Americans
and Polynesians) or because of drastic intervention(e.g., kuru in New
Guinea). Finally, otherepidemics occur sporadicallyas thoughthe conditions of theirappearance, largely unknown, had fallen togetherrandomly. These include illnesses such as various toxic shocks (streptococcal or staphylococcalin origin)and recentaggregatesof meningococcemia
in the Montreal South Shore region (Philippe 1992). What are the dynamics of infectiousdiseases? What are the forces at the origin of an
epidemic? Before presentinga firstcase study,it is worthwhileto briefly
set forththe theoryof epidemics.
Many investigatorshave attemptedto model the evolution of epidemics in time and space (Anderson 1982). The susceptible-exposedinfected-recovered
(SEIR) model is an example of such an attemptfor
time series of common infections.It is representedby fourdifferential
equations specifyingthe state of the systemat any time:
- bS(t)I(t),
dS(t)/dt = m[N S(t)]
(1)
~
dE(t)/dt = bS(t)I(t) (m + a)E(t),
(2)
- (m +
dl{t)/dt = aE(t)
g)I(t),
dR{t)/dt= gl(t)

(3)
(4)

where N is the population size and t is time. Equation (1) states that
individualsenterthe populationas susceptibleindividuals(S) (at risk of
being diseased) by birth(m is the birthor death rate, postulatedto be
equal) and leave by death ( mS) and throughcontacts (b) with infected
individuals(I). Equation (2) states thatthe numberof exposed individ-
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uals ( E ) (not yet infectious)increases by contactsof susceptibleindividuals withinfectedindividualsbut is depleted throughdeath and because
the exposed subjects become infectious(at rate a ). Equation (3) states
thatthe numberof infectedindividualsdepends on the turnoverof exposed subjects with account being taken of the loss of infectedindividuals by acquired immunity(at rate g) and a death component.Last, Eq.
(4) states thatrecoveredindividuals (.R) are a functionof newly immunized subjects and death.
A furthercomponent(not shown here) is usually insertedinto the
model; it is the seasonal variationin the contactrate. Parametervalues
(a, g, and m) are provided by statisticalestimateson real populations.
The estimateof the contactrate (actually a proportion)is less straightforward(Anderson 1982). As can be seen, an epidemic is a functionof
several well-identified,dynamicallyrelated compartments(the population subgroups). The dynamicsof a given disease are up to its specific
parametervalue. This model (includingthe seasonal component)yields
a good fitto epidemics of common infectionswhen simulatedaccording
to therelevantparametervalues. In fact,thekey parameteris the contact
rate; thatis, the proportionof contacts an infectedindividual has with
susceptible individuals. Readers interestedin applications to common
infectionscan consultSchafferand Kot (1985), Olsen et al. (1988), and
Olsen and Schaffer(1990) forthoroughanalyses.
A moreanecdotalexample highlightsthe significanceof thecontact
rate for the determinationof the dynamics. Several monthsago, four
cases of meningococcemiawere diagnosed in young people in a welldelimitedgeographic area of the Montreal metropolitanarea (Philippe
1992). Two of the patientsdied. The fourindividualshad attendedthe
same disco bar but were unknownto each otherand were infectedby
thesame strainof bacteria.The cases were followedin thefew following
monthsby several additionalfoci of cases over a large geographicarea.
It was far fromclear thatcontacts had been established between these
highlydistantregions. The epidemic neverthelessgrew to the point that
a vaccinationprogramhad to be set up in the highest-riskregions. According to chaos theory,the newly arising cases fromthis uncommon
age group were not sporadic (although a few cases were expected in a
large geographicarea as a resultof randominfection)but the firstidentifiedcases of a buildingepidemic. The between-peoplecontactrate in
disco bars rapidlyincreasedto thepointthatdisseminationof thebacteria
quickly reached the thresholdfor a new established epidemic process.
Two mechanismsexplain the time-spaceaggregation:new foci of infection (otherdisco bars, schools), as if the state conditionsfor chaos sidistantregions; and contactwithinmultaneouslycame truein different
fectioussubjects.
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To be entertained,an infectiousprocess must be based on a minimal (threshold)contact rate. The contact rate can be seen as a tuning
parameter.Below the thresholdthe disease disappears fromthe population. Beyond the thresholdbut withingiven limitsthe contactrateelicits cases at a periodic rate (such as the repetitiveautumnpeaks of measles). But if the contact rate becomes suddenly high, the phenomenon
acquires a new dynamics, thatof chancelike epidemics, that is, an unpredictableaggregationof cases in time and space. According to chaos
theory,the concept of randomoccurrenceof epidemics should be given
of apparentlysporadiceventsis notdue to chance
up. The unpredictability
but is determinedby a dynamicsthatin manycases (besides the field of
infections)has not been properlyinvestigated.The French mathematician J.-H. Poincaré had intuitivelygrasped, as early as 1903, the causal
basis of apparentlyrandom events when he wrote that in the long run
"small causes which escape our notice determinea considerable effect
that we cannot fail to see, and then we say that the effectis due to
chance" [cited by Crutchfield(1986, p. 48)].
The time-space clusteringof sporadic cases of diseases has long
been observed and scrutinizedby epidemiologists.Several investigators
have suggested a thresholdcontact rate to explain the observation.For
example, leukemia was thoughtto be relatedto the mixingof unrelated
populationsthathad come into contactin a shorttime-spacedimension.
However, the relevantexplanationfell behind untilchaos theoryhad its
firstapplications. One can speculate thatthe thresholdcontact rate uncovers dormantmicroorganismsthat become activated or that the susceptible individual's defenses are overwhelmed by the new antigenic
of multipleincompatibleinfectiousagents.
or by the interaction
stimulation
As faras new epidemics are concerned,energyshould be spentattempting to findthe factorsat the originof the pushingof the tuningparameter. High person-to-personcontact rates can have a bearing on the
microorganisms'ecology, thus alteringthe dynamics.
The AIDS epidemic has probably grown in a similar way. AIDS
may have occurredin the distantpast as different
populationscame into
contact and as the interactionsof various infectiousagents were multiplied. Similarly,the outbreakof AIDS epidemics fromtwo independent
Africanfoci calls for the linkingof new interdependent
conditionsthat
may have arisen fromtime to time in the far past. This emphasizes the
role of key events for the changing dynamics of infectiousprocesses,
which can push the tuning parameterinto the chaotic realm. Analogously, the contributionof opportunisticinfectionssuch as the herpes
simplexvirus(HSV) to AIDS diagnosis may also be a case in pointhere.
Treatmentof HSV infectionscould put off diagnosis. Clearly, interactions ratherthan main effectsand nonlinearratherthan linear dynamics
are to be privileged.
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I now illustratehow nonlineardyIncubation Period of Diseases.
namics at the individual level can presentitselfunder the cover of stochasticity.Because nonlineardeterministicsystemscan generate,under
appropriatecircumstances,theirown chancelike variation,they can be
of dynamicsystemsis termed
studiedby statisticalmethods.This property
that
an
individual
cellular
process depends on nonergodicity.Suppose
linear deterministicdynamics. Furthermore,suppose thatthe dynamics
evolve progressivelyfrom a steady state (the initial conditions of the
system) to chaos and then to the extinctionof the system. It has been
shownby Lasota and Mackey (1980) thatthewaitingtimefromexposure
to the initial conditionsto the process extinctionhas a stable invariant
distributionallaw. This is truedespite the wide variabilityof the initial
conditions. In other words, the distributionof the waiting times is independentof the distributionof the initial conditions that elicited the
extinctiontimes. This should be expected because the significantinformationat the startis progressivelyreplaced by chancelike variationduring the process evolution. Lasota and Mackey (1980) simulatedthe dynamics of leukemic white blood cells. The distributionof the simulated
patients' survival time was well fittedby a Weibull law; incidentally,
the estimatedWeibull parametersof the simulateddata were in line with
those of observed leukemic patientsurvivaltimes.
One may thenwonderwhethertheergodictheorycan also be called
on to deal with incubationperiods. Sartwell (1950) proposed a method
to studythe incubationperiod of infectiousdiseases. He noticedthatthe
incubationperiod of common-vehiclesingle-exposureinfectiousdiseases
presentedwith positive skewness and fitteda log-normaldistribution.
Sartwell's model is notoriouslyrobustand apparentlyfree fromimportantsources of confounding,such as the typeof design, age at exposure,
dose, and measurementerrors.Most surprising,themethodis also robust
with respect to the population age distributionin age-of-onsetstudies
(Horner 1988). Goodness of fitto various infectiousand even to chronic
disease incubationperiods was put forth[fora recentaccount, see Philippe (1990)]. Thereforethe conceptual difficultieswere engenderedby
the nearlygeneralized goodness of fitto several empirical distributions
despitepotentiallyconfoundingfactors.A further
pointis the etiological
significanceto attachto the dependence on the log-normaldistributional
law. The explanation drawn fromchaos theoryis the following. The
infectiousprocess, fromexposure to disease onset, is composed of two
steps. The firststep is unobserved. It covers a shorttime lapse between
exposure and a thresholdthat sets the magnitudeof individual susceptibility.The thresholdis the point of no returnafterwhich the process
is entertainedby itself. The second step is observed and goes fromthe
thresholdto disease onset. This is the incubationperiod per se, and from
this time on the process is deterministic.In other words, once the in-
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dividual infectiousprocess is engaged (at the threshold),it cannot stop
by itself;it follows a given pathwayuntilsymptomsappear or thedisease
is diagnosed. My contentionis thatthe process eventuallybecomes chaotic and finallyelicits clinical disease (correspondingto the process extinction).Accordingly,the incubationperiod displays apparent random
variation(dispersionof the time lapse fromexposure to diagnosis). This
is because of the wide distributionof initialconditions(at the threshold)
among individuals; the nonlineardeterministicevolution finallyyields
an unpredictabletimeof diagnosis. The assumptionof nonlinearityleads
to unpredictablefates given certainvalues of the dynamics (kineticsof
the tuningparameter)of the process. Disease symptomsor diagnosis
thereforeoccurs at randomlyappearingtimes.
be log-normal?Because thefuncNow, why should thedistribution
of
the
distribution
of
the initialconditions,it should
is
tion independent
of
the
motion
law
embedded in the nonlinear
on
the
particulars
depend
that
models
follows
model. It
specific
provide typical distributionsof
waiting times, some of which fit the log-normal. The point of major
interest,for the time being, is why thereis a distributionat the outset
of a deterministic
systemand why it appears freefromconfounders.The
answer lies in the chaotic dynamics of the process. How? For subjects
who have nearly identical thresholdliabilities, small initial differences
or randomimpulsesnear the thresholdgrow exponentiallyand elicit large
variationsin time of diagnosis (and vice versa). Although the evolutionaryprocess is entirelydeterministicand leaves nothingto chance,
the incubation period neverthelessregistersamong-patientdifferences
because of the random initial liabilities. This is due to ergodicity.And
it supportsthe nonlineardynamicsof disease processes thatshow inordinate resistanceto the usual distortingfactors.Insensitivityto the populationage distributionin studiesof age of disease onset is not new and
has been the subject of unexpected observations,such as the simultaneous diagnosis of a rare conditionin sibs of widely differentages.
A secondaryaspect of the incubationperiod is the time scale of the
etiologic chaotic process. Incidentally,the durationof the incubationperiod is not an asset to establish or even to suggestthe typeof dynamics
involved. Shortincubationperiods are not generallymore linearor more
stochasticthan lengthyones, althoughit should be easier in principleto
recognize a small initial influencein a shortperiod because the chaotic
process allows predictionin the shortrun. However, even forinfections
withshortincubationperiods, small influencescan have large effectsin
a shorttime span dependingon the kineticsof the nonlineardynamics.
The key factoris the chaotic level, thatis, the kineticsof the process,
ratherthanthe durationof the incubationperiod. With lengthyinduction
periods, even large differencesare liable to remain undetectedas etiologic influences.This surmisehas far-reachingconsequences forthe ep-
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idemiology of chronic diseases, which are well known for theirlonglastinginductionperiod. Chaotic dynamicsmilitatesagainst the finding
of causes of diseases because disinformation
accrues fromthe beginning
of the process. However, the historyof epidemiologytestifiesthatwellvalidated etiologic relationshipswere discovered, ensuringthe existence
of eithertruelinear effectsin pathwaysbetween the cause and effectin
some chronicdisease processes or potentriskfactors.Presumably,potent
riskfactorswould have been discoveredeasily. They were indeed pointed
out in the case of cigarettesmoking and lung cancer. But few are as
potent. A furtherpossibilityis a reduced numberof steps between the
action of the cause and the observationof the effect,thusallowing weak
risk factorsto be detected in spite of chaos. Presumably, with many
small influencesactingsequentially,multifactorial
diseases are bound to
remain ill-understood.This mightaccount for the paucity of consistent
resultson the role of risk factorsin etiologic relationshipsinvolvingthe
most popular contemporaneouschronicdiseases. One may thus wonder
whethernonlineareffectsare not ubiquitous.
In addition,many different
disease processes could have the same
dynamicsand thereforecould be structuredby the same type of differential equation(s). Accordingly, differentepidemiological phenomena
should behave in the same way. This would suggest that some basic
pathological processes are based on both simple and universal models,
a conjecturethat,if true,could bringtogetherthe evolutionof different
and now postulatedindependentdisease processes. The similar pathological brainfindingsforDown's syndromeand Alzheimer's disease are
a case in point (Rumble et al. 1989). Furthermore,
well-establisheddistinctdisease entitiescan differby small differencesin the level of their
risk factors,whetherenvironmentalor genetic, thatelicited them from
the start.Those trivialdifferencesare rapidlyabsorbed by the evolving
dynamicsof the nonlinearsystem,which in the end keeps no trace of
the initial differencebut produces entirelydifferentdiseases. The LiFraumenicancer syndrome,the familialpatternof which includes many
differentkinds of neoplasms, seems to be caused by a single familylimitedanti-oncogenedefect(Li et al. 1988). How this single defectcan
be responsibleforthe neoplasticvariabilityis intriguing.It is likelythat
a given risk factor,processed throughthe irreducibledynamics of varor inbornhost susceptibilities,will yield different
ious environments
disease entities.
Chaos theorysuggeststhatwhat appears to be
Time Series of Twins.
random in a time series could ratherbe the result of nonlineardeterminism.Classically, monozygotic(MZ) twinninghas been considereda
randomphenomenon;thispositioncan now be questioned. The Japanese
high prevalence of MZ twinningin comparison with Westerncountries
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and the concomitantopposite MZ and DZ twinningrecentevolution reportedfromseveral countriesare intriguingobservationswith no clear
explanation(Bressers et al. 1987). Chance or determinism?A biologic
problem worthyof study by the techniques of nonlinear dynamics is
thereforeset forth.It mightbe thatthe reasons forthe currentvariation
in MZ twinningprevalence are due to factorsfromthe distantpast of
the series. Incidentally,the parametersof change can be partof the system much in the same way thata currentepidemic reflectsthe past dynamic interactionof its systemcompartments,namely,the infected,susceptible,exposed, and recoveredsubjects. The differencewithinfections
is thatthe laws of motionof the twinningprocess are largelyunknown
and theircompartmentsare related over a much longer time span. A
likelypossibilityis thatthe MZ-twin-pronemotherscompartmentis not
independentof thatof DZ-twin-pronewomen and, of course, of single
maternities.Accordingly,any change in the prevalence of MZ twinning
would resultfromthe lagged effectsof the constitutivekey systemcomponents;in such a frameworkno extrinsicrisk factorto account forthe
dynamicsof the systemneed be involved.
Such a perspectiveis in line withsome observations.For instance,
populations of seemingly similar socioeconomic status or of the same
and expected(based on the multifactorial
level of industrialization
model)
to starta decline in DZ twinningat the same time have proved to maintain theirown specific trend. Sweden and Finland are cases in point:
Sweden startedits decline in the nineteenthcenturyand Finland only
since 1960. These differencescannot be ascribed to any of the known
confounders,according to Dohertyand Lancaster (1986). On the other
hand, populationssharingsimilarinitialconditions(but actuallydistinct
so faras riskfactorsare concerned)behave similarly.For instance,Australia is closer to Finland and southernItaly over time thanthe last two
are to Sweden and northernItaly, respectively.Thereforea simple fit
with industrializationis patentlyabsent. Again, the observationresists
the multifactorial
model; thingsgo as if the causes of the discrepantbehavior were out of reach of the classical explanation.
I have investigatedMZ, DZ, and single-maternity
timeseries in the
frameworkof nonlineardynamics (unpublished data, 1992). Analyzed
data were fromAustralia (Doherty and Lancaster 1986). Althoughthe
data are sparse, an interestingpatternemerged. I found long-termperiodic cycles in the singletonand DZ twin series; this findingsuggests
thatperiodicityrecurs according to long periods not even available for
observation. This is in line with the expected long-termlag effectsof
the dynamic systemcomponents. If this is the case, the postulatedrisk
factorsof industrialization,oral contraceptiveuse, etc. should have no
significantbearing on the observed time trend. Another point worth
stressingis that the DZ and MZ twinningfundamentalperiodicityun-
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derscoresthe likelypossibilitythatboth series share some common facmodel.
tor.This is notnew but neverthelessis in line witha deterministic
MZ
twin
series
seems
to
the
have
its
own
Furthermore,
specific secon
the
fundamental
frequencythatprovide
ondarycycles superimposed
the series with a particularconfigurationover time. In otherwords, the
fundamentalsignal (shared by the other two series) is altered by secondarycycles. The secondarycycles of the MZ twin series are responsible forthe particularsof its dynamics,at variance withthe relatedpatternof the DZ twin series. The MZ twinningdynamics thus appear to
be slightlychaotic; thisfeatureis not sharedby the othertwo series. On
the whole, it appears thatthe MZ twinningdynamicsshould be ascribed
to yet unidentifiedlaws of motion of the involved compartments.Explanationsfor the currentvariationsin the MZ twin series are likely to
be found in the historyof the interactingseries, such as those of DZ
twinand single maternities.A model of the twinningprocess analogous
to the SEIR model mightbe usefulto set out thedetails of the dynamics.
The modelmightbe testedwiththebasic techniquesof nonlineardynamics.

Qualitative

Approach

to Chaos

A briefaccount of techniques used to unravel the dynamics of a
time series mightbe useful. This account is qualitative,thatis, not too
to deal withchaotic systemsis
quantitative.A complex armamentarium
available (includingthe mandatoryspecialized software)fromthe relevant literature.I attemptto provide an account of chaos withthe aid of
the basic techniques included in most common software.I do not rely
on the analysis of databases because they are not readily available (or
have already been analyzed) but ratheron the simulationof one simple
differenceequation that anyone can tryon a personal computer. This
will help to assess the value and interestof a field of investigationthat
mightwell become importantin the future.
I startwitha simple difference(recurrence)equation (Lebretonand
Millier 1982) of the form
(5)
To ease things,one may thinkof the equation parametersin termsof
the population biology of infections.The equation involves nonlinear
termswhereinr is the tuningparameter[i.e.,
(exponentialand interactive)
therateat whichthe infectiongrows (the contactratein the SEER,model)]
and / is the proportionof infectedindividualsand varies between 0 and
1. It is clear fromthe equation thatthe numberof infectedindividuals
controlsitself: When it gets high, its rate of increase drops, and vice
versa. Obviously, the model is not sophisticated.Notably, it does not
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contactrateincludedin theoriginalSEIR
accountforthetime-dependent
a
it
nor
does
model;
provide specific termfor the numberof exposed
individualsor susceptibleindividuals,to mentiona few changes. Nevertheless, the pushing in the chaotic region of this simplisticmodel confirmsits appropriatenessforthe studyof the dynamicsof real infections.
of Eq. (5) in termsof infectionsis not intendedto
The interpretation
The SEIR model involves as manyas foursimmodel.
SEIR
the
replace
ilar equations whose sophisticationmakes it the most relevantapproach
to infectiousprocesses in populations (Anderson 1982).
The differenceEq. (5) is purelydeterministic;it is used to simulate
the population of infectedindividuals over time; that is, as time proceeds, /,+i is reintroducedin the equation to derive lt+2 and so on. For
a given simulatedtime series, r and /0 (the startingnumberof infected
individuals) are constant.I simulatedfourdistincttime series involving
534 data points each (the reason for the sample size will become clear
later). The time series differby the value of theirtuningparameteronly.
By increasingr, the process moves from a steady state to successive
period-doublingbifurcations(correspondingto a change in thedynamics)
and finallyto chaos. The selected r values typifysome of the expected
bifurcationsthe systemshould go through.
The studyof chaos in time series involves the use of several qualitativeand quantitativetools (Schafferet al. 1990). I have limited my
approach to the qualitativetools, recallingthatthis introductionto nonlineardynamicsis to give the biologist some feelingforthe methodand
forits expected results.The simulatedtime series are thereforeanalyzed
by using spectralanalysis and by plottingattractors.
The simulatedchronologicalseries are depicted in
Simulated Series.
Figures 1A-D. To gain insightinto the series, only the first100 data
points are plotted. The firstseries (Figure 1A) points to a steady-state
process (r = 1.5). The second series (Figure IB) is periodic (r = 2.6);
it has in facttwo periods repeatingthemselvesindefinitely.The firsttwo
series have a predictable number of infectedindividuals at any time,
whateverthe initialconditions. The thirdand fourthseries (Figures 1C
and ID, respectively)are chaotic in thattheyhave unpredictablechancelike variations. At face value they can be taken for white noise series
with random spikes of infectedindividuals. However, they also could
be true monthlyobservationsof measles fromNew York City (Figure
IE) (Yorke and London 1973); one can note the impressivequalitative
similaritybetweenthe measles series and any of thelast two simulations.
An even bettersimilaritycan be reached with a more precise r value or
a more complex model (such as the SEIR model).
Spectral Analysis. Spectral analysis (Gottman 1981), a complex
mathematicaldevice, is a method that detects time-seriescycles and
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Figure1.

dataaccording
tovarious
values
ofthetuning
time-series
(con(A-D) Simulated
infections
ofmeasles
and(E) observed
inNewYork
tactrate)parameter
monthly
City.

quantifiestheirrelative importance.This is provided by the spectrum
thatgives the variance ascribed to the identifiedcycles. Only threedifferentpatternsof spectrumare commentedon here; needless to say, they
do not exhaust all the possibilitiesliable to be found in real data sets. I
consider themhere because all threemodels are simulatedand one can
rely on them to distinguishchaotic, periodic, and random time series;
at face value.
theyare thereforeinterpreted
set
data
time-series
a
First,
may disclose whitenoise only;thismeans
thatthe series embeds no particularcycle(s) besides random frequency
variation,independentof time. Second, the data set may involve one or
two distinctcycles thatoccur periodicallyand can be distinguishedaccordingto theirfrequency,as opposed to randomvariation.In this case
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Figure2.

datadiffering
time-series
tunofsimulated
bythevalueoftheir
density
Spectral
rate)parameter.
ing(contact

the spectrumhas one or two distinctspikes correspondingto specific
frequencies.Third,the time series may have an infinityof superimposed
cycles (differentscales), a sign of the presence of chaos. The spectral
patternin this case, a distributionof many differentscales (or frequencies), is differentfromthatof white noise. Incidentally,simply examining a crude series of white noise and one resultingfromchaos cannot
them.
differentiate
Figure 2 displays the spectra of the simulatedseries. The steadystate series (correspondingto Figure 1A) is not shown because its spectrumis flat. The periodic series in Figure 2A (correspondingto Figure
IB) does not actually distinguishbetween the two periods because they
are of nearlyidenticalfrequency.If the data points of the original time
series are taken as the number of infected individuals per year, the
two cycles of Figure IB have a frequencyof approximately0.5 (i.e.,
the repeat waiting time of the periods is 2 years). The two chaotic
series (Figures 2B and 2C, correspondingto Figures 1C and ID, respectively) show, as expected, multiplesuperimposedcycles, although
the series withr = 4.5 is more chaotic thanthe series withr = 4.0. The
chaotic spectraldensitydisplays no privilegedscale (rathermultiplefrequencies are present), a featureof chaotic phenomena. Last, the series
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random numbers(Figure 2D) puts forthno parof computer-generated
ticularcycle (no large spike); this is white noise.
Phase Space Attractor. Attractorsrepresenta three-dimensional
disof
the
of
the
where
is
with
series,
/, plottedalong
trajectories
/,+3
play
and It+6. The attractorcan be thoughtof as a spatial asymptoticor parametricgeometricobject. The plot providesforthe trajectoriesof theprocess and is an analogue of the phase space. Because the numberof factors at the origin of a dynamic phenomenon is ordinarilyhigh and
impossible to masterforcomplex systems,plottingthe lagged values in
an appropriatenumberof dimensions gives an unbiased representation
of the originalphase space. This techniqueis typicalof the methodology
of the studyof dynamic systems(Glass and Mackay 1988). It can distinguish,at face value, between random, systematic,and chaotic processes, much in the same way thatspectralanalysis does. The rationale
is the following. If one triesto display random numbersin one dimension, say, on a line from0 to 1, theywill occupy the whole line. If, on
the otherhand, one triesto correlaterandomnumberson a surface,the
cloud of pointswill occupy two dimensions.Finally, if threedimensions
are available, the whole box will be filled with points. Conversely, if
thetime-seriespatternis somewhatsystematic,only a fractionof thebox
will be filled.
Three distinctivepatterns(which do notexhaustthe numberof possibilities) can thereforebe obtained. First, the trajectoriesof the series
may be attractedtowarda single pointin the phase space; thisrepresents
a steady-stateprocess (i.e., a stable incidence of infectedindividuals
over time). Second, the attractormay look periodic, tracinga circle (or
two) or a similarform,each trajectorybeing near the other;this would
stand for a periodic phenomenon(a purely seasonal infection,for example). Third, the attractorcould have a deformedimage, foldingand
stretchingin many ways and occupyingless than the threeavailable dimensions. This is a strangeattractor.It is also called a fractalbecause
it has a nonintegernumberof dimensions. Fractal geometryis the signatureof chaos; it resultsfromthe interplayof determinismentrenched
in the equations (and constrainedto the phase space by folding) and
because of the initialconditionsof the system(resulting
unpredictability
in the variationof the trajectoriesthroughstretching)(Ruelle 1980).
Figure 3 displays the attractors.From the three-dimensionalperspective (a frontview of the meetingpoint of the three vertices), the
space occupied by the randomnumberseries (Figure 3D) readilydistinThe periodicseries
guishes it fromtheotherthreespatial representations.
is
different
from
the
chaotic
series
(Figures 3C and 3D) in
(Figure 3A)
basins of atthatthe trajectoriesclearly alternatebetween two different
tractioncorrespondingto thetwo frequencies.The trajectoriesfollow the
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3.
Figure

ofsimulated
Phasespaceattractors
time-series
datadiffering
bythevalueoftheir
rate)parameter.
(contact
tuning

same paths indefinitelyand thereforeyield the same periodic numberof
infectedindividuals. For the chaotic series the attractorsare highlyintertwinedand are said to be strange.Because the trajectoriesof the system are unpredictable,the attractornever crosses the same path twice
(stretchingin multipledirectionsis followed by foldingback), a feature
responsibleforthe impressionof piling up of an infinityof thinsheets.
Actually,magnificationof a sectionof a strangeattractorshows the endless repetitionat smaller scales of its macroscopic shape; such a pattern
is scale invariantor fractal.A simple fundamentalsignal (as exemplified
by the deterministicequation) elicits the macroscopic aperiodic observable phenomenon,bypassingmultipledifferent
increasingscales through
the exponentialamplificationof its own small differences.
I have mentionedthata small difference(a measurementerror,for
instance) in the initialconditionscan have a dramaticeffecton the observable phenomenon.Figure 4 presentsthe first100 data points of the
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Figure4.

dataaccording
toa smalldifference
intheir
time-series
Simulated
value
starting
line:/0= 0.51).
(solidline:/0= 0.50;dashed

chaotic series ( r = 4.5) for/0 = 0.50 and /0 = 0.51 (the dashed line).
This shows how a trivialdifference(2% in the numberof infectedindividuals at the startof the epidemic) can allow, even in the shortrun
(less than 10 time units afterthe beginning),the two series to diverge
exponentially.It also exemplifiesthe source of macroscopic unpredictseries
process. More generally,a deterministic
abilityfora deterministic
will remainunpredictablesimplybecause of measurementerrormade at
the start(and at any otherpointof the process). On the contrary,steadystateor periodictimeseries are independentof the initialconditions;that
is, whateverthestartingvalues, thephase space trajectoriesare identical.
Finally, Figure 5 displays the spectralanalysis and the phase space
of thetrajectoriesfortheNew York City series of measles
representation
(Figure 5A) and chicken pox (Figure 5B) infections.The originaldata,
534 monthlyobservationspublishedby Yorke and London (1973), were
analyzed exhaustively(Olsen and Schaffer1990). I neverthelessrepeated
part of the investigation.The spectral analysis of measles (Figure 5A)
shows few peak frequenciescorrespondingto superimposedcycles. The
attractoris strangeand fills a small partof the three-dimensionalspace;
the trajectories(submittedto a three-pointsmoothing)exhibit obvious
stretchingand folding. Chicken pox, on the contrary,is featuredby a
single peak spectrum,and althoughit has a structurein the phase space,
the configurationis elliptic, as one would expect fora periodic process.
The thicknessof the regularattractoris due to the noise associated with
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Figure5.

oftheNewYorkCitytimeseriesof
andphasespaceattractor
density
Spectral
and(B) chicken
(A) measles
poxcasedeclarations.

its specific period. Notably, both diseases reoccur with a yearlycycle,
different
but theirdynamicsare fundamentally
(Olsen and Schaffer1990).
Conclusion
Only a few tools have been introducedhere thatcan help disclose
chaos fromtime-seriesdata sets. The literatureis full of various quantitativetechniquesthat, for the time being, are not readily available to
consult Schafepidemiologistsand biologists. One should preferentially
in time-seriesanalyses. My obferet al. (1990) for the state-of-the-art
jective was to provide a ratherbasic account of chaos theoryand applications. Complexities can be found in the referencedliterature.
Several featuresof the new paradigm have been expounded, and
threein-depthapplicationshave been discussed: apparentlysporadic epidemics, the incubationperiod, and the twinningprocess. From a practical viewpoint,whatcan one do to investigateepidemiological phenomena? Obviously, observed time-series data can be studied from the
qualitativestandpointpresentedhere. Lengthyepidemiological time series are needed in the worst way. They may be eitherpopulation-level
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or individual-levelseries of biological parameters.A second approach
nonlineardifferential
would involve formulating
equations relatedto the
studied epidemiological phenomenon.The MZ twin series is a case in
point. Identificationof the main systemcomponentsand of laws of motion is a prerequisite.In this undertakinga mathematicianwith knowledge of dynamicmodeling should be recruited(Huckfeldtet al. 1982).
Once equations are available, time series can be simulated. The tuning
parameteris the key factor in chaotic dynamics. A simulated epidemiological series can be generatedby the forcingof its appropriatedifferentialor differenceequations. The behavior of the systemcan be explored in detail with the aid of a bifurcationdiagram, which traces the
dynamics according to differentvalues of the tuningparameter(Glass
and Mackey 1988). For instance,chaotic dynamicscan be reversedby
reducingthe growthrate. It can be reset at a periodic value, depending
on the efficiencyof the intervention.The disease process can also be
eradicated (at least on paper). But, by no means can the phenomenon
be predictedwell in advance so long as it is in the chaotic range. At any
rate, techniquesare being developed that will allow short-term
predictions. This can be achieved partlybecause of intrinsicdeterminism(Sugihuraand May 1990).
The studyof chaos needs so long a series thatit is difficultto obtain
human data commensuratewith the requirementsof this new type of
methodology(500 data pointsis a minimumand thisis considereda short
series). However, new techniqueswill soon be available and will allow
shortcutsthroughthe currentrequirements
(Eckmannand Mashaal 1991).
An empiricalinvestigationof less than 100 data pointswas nevertheless
successful(Schaffer1984). Accordingto some, theoutcome of the study
is up to the kind of dynamics involved; a relativelysimple chaotic dynamics froma relativelyshortseries can yield interpretable
results(Albano et al. 1987). Given thatthe new technologywill make the criteria
of sample size less stringent,it will be possible to studythe naturalhistoryof diseases, such as the evolving episodes of multiplesclerosis, or
of chronicconditions,such as diabetes. The new approach will also help
to characterizethe heterogeneityof chronicdiseases.
If the numberof dimensionsof the attractoris low (e.g., measles
with less than threedimensions), a complete account of the dynamics
restswitha ratherlow numberof parameters.The numberof dimensions
s dimension(Glass and Mackey
can be computedas thefractalor Hausdorff'
results
are
so
far
as intervention
Such
is concerned.
1988).
encouraging
if
more
relevant
are
even
has
identifiedthe
any previous modeling
They
with
a
at
stake
fit
to
the
observed
along
good
parameters
process.
The new paradigmof chaos undoubtedlycan contributea new approach to disease causation. The domain is primarilysporadic phenomena. Sporadic cases of disease, noisy timeseries, and robustdistributions
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may neverbe viewed in the same mannerfromnow on. In addition,for
biological problems showing recurrentinconsistencies by stochastic
modeling,dynamicmodelingmightbe more to thepoint. Inconsistencies
can suggest that the relevantfactorsare out of the model and related
Nevertheless,much researchremainsto be carriedout
deterministically.
until the nonlineareffectsof risk factorscan be taken for granted;but
the undertakingis worththe effortbecause a new paradigmof causation
is at stake.

Received13 April1992; revisionreceived23 November1992.
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